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I refer again to a statistic in is an all-pcrvasivc. rather than this slow coming into bemg of Sd much still needs to be done.
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what sort of picture or view all fathom and accept, and for at than amoral person, msightM ^TT^God. Intis Coming.”
83% have of God, though again least two reasons. One, though teacher or role model. Th gh ^ y. he How do we know the kingdom

I know of some. the Gospels state that the rule of Jesus we get a giimpse of Gcx! ZZ con- is coming? Well, we get good
Who or what God is is difficult God has been unleashed it is not and what God is about to do vis- md religious tradition indication through the many
to answer, though not impos- fully apparent to us. We gener- a-vis the people of this earth. parables Jesus told. In fact,
sible to grasp . The Judeo- ally see more pain, evil, devas- Mind you, rometunes ,t takes Jesus himselfis a parable. He is
Christian Bible gives us great tation and destruction than centuries before some o jj ^ ^ ^ ent^ted the best way to get a handle on
assistance in sorting this out. peace, joy and happiness. But changes Jesus maugu ated fais mQSt mponmt the coming reign of God. And,
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husband, wife, mother, shep- lure promise. The Parable of of women. .. ™aliro in surface in anv
herd,etc. These are metaphors, ihe Mustard Seed speaks about In Jesus day women were fit- this equality to sur y
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the student Legal Information for Students

some
focus, just as Liberation The
ology has turned out attention written or spoken, between two of contracts? 
to viewing God more as one or more persons. It creates an
who frees the poor and op- obligation to do or not to do SALES CONTRACTS: When
Dressed. something. When a contract is you buy something at a store, These loans are contingent on
The Gospel writings speak entered into, the parties usually you enter into a contract with the student attending an ap- will happen ifone of the parties
about the kingdom of God. expect something from each the store for merchandise in proved educational institution, should breach his or her side of
Their focus on Jesus is really a other and will often act in reli- exchange for a sum of money. the contract,
focus on the God’s kingdom, ance on these expectations. Usually, the receipt or invoice UNIVERSITY REGISTRA
RS what is that kingdom, and Because of this reliance it is contains terms that are TION: When you pay your
is it evident today? unfair to allow one party to back favourable to the store. Even if tuition fees, you enter into a NOTE; THIS COL-
What the kingdom ofGod is is out ofhis or her promise to the you do not take the time to read contract with the University. In UMN IS INTENDED

the terms, they will still be exchangeforyourpayment,you tt<5FD AS A
binding on you, unless they are receive professional instruction 1U 
very unreasonable. towards the completion of a GUIDE ONLY. IT IS

NOT MEANT TO BE 

A REPLACEMENT 
FOR PROFES-

What are some com mon types all information declared is ac- Your signature is proof that you
curate and that the government actually intended to enter into 
is kept informed of all changes this contract, 
in the student’s financial status. It is helpful to include in a

contract a clause indicating what

A contract is an agreement.

also rather difficult to answer, other party.
though again not impossible to 

Jesus explained thegrasp.
kingdom largely through What are the requirements 
parables, through story meta- for a valid and binding con- 
phors. Metaphors describe the tract? 
unfamiliar and unknown by 
means of the familiar and the
known. That appears to be the making a valid and binding will usually received a ticket volves a place to
only way we can get some idea contract is that both parties be stub that states “we are not re- change for a sum of money. A qyjjR£
about the kingdom of God. fully aware of the terms of the sponsible for any loss or dam- lease binds both the landlord 2; i vr M TM
We have not always done a contract and its implications, age” or something to that effect, and the tenant to its terms. llUPNAL LKAjAL im-
good job of uncovering the One party must offer these terms This is a clause whrh the FORMATION OR
meanings of the parables. We and the other party must accept business relies on to deny any LEGAL COUNSEL-
have frequently truncated, lim- them. Both parties must agree responsibility for your goods. What should you know before roN-
ited and even distorted their on what is expected of them Even if you do not notice the entering into a contract?
meaning. Hence, the kingdom under the contract and be will- clause, it is binding on you un- TACT A LAW Y kK.
of God has been understood in ing to bring themselves to these less it is completely unreason- Before you sign or give assent 
terms of a new social or politi- promises. The parties must able. to a contract, you should be sure
cal order, as a future millen- agree to identical terms. The that you understand all that it
nium, or as an internalized rule final basic requirement of a valid CANADA STUDENT will involve. If you can, you 
of God in our hearts. contract is that something of LOANS: A student loan is a should try to read the contract
That is not really the full picture value must be exchanged be- contract negotiated between a in its entirety. When you sign a 
presented by the Bible, how- tween the parties. This might student and a Canadian Char- contract, it is normally consid- 

The Scriptures affirm be money, a particular object, tered Bank. The student has the ered to be binding even if you 
rather that the kingdom of God or even a favour. responsibility of ensuring that have not read or understood it

University degree.
STANDARD FORM CON
TRACTS: When you park your LEASE: When you rent an 
car in a parking garage or take apartment, you enter into a 

The first requirement in clothing to the dry-cleaners, you tenancy agreement which in- SIGNAL LEGAL AD-
live in cx- VICE. IF YOU RE- 

ADDI-

ever.
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